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SUMMARY OF PROPOSED CHANGES - Updated

The changes proposed in this LAR can be broadly divided into three categories:

* Category I - HB Changes: These are changes that introduce the Humboldt Bay
version of the HI-STAR system (HI-STAR HB and MPC-HB). These changes do
not affect the currently approved HI-STAR system. The supporting SAR portions
are predominantly organized in the form of supplements to the existing SAR
chapters.

* Category II - Supporting Changes: These are generic changes that are necessary
to support the HI-STAR HB, but also apply to the other HI-STAR versions. An
example is the addition of the Metamic neutron absorber, which is used in the HI-
STAR HB and will alo be .. alifid fer- the other- MPs in thec SA .I

* Category III - Other Changes: These are minor changes not directly related to
the HI-STAR HB that are included in this LAR.

The changes are summarized and discussed below by category. For each individual
change, the corresponding modifications to CoC, SAR and drawings are addressed
together, as. applicable.

Mest-Some licensing drawings have undergone several revisions since the latest revision
that was approved for transport. This is due to the fact that Holtec maintains a single
licensing drawing for each component for both storage and transportation. Only the
changes made in the last revision are marked on the drawing by revision symbols. To
support the review of these drawings, a detailed listing of all changes in every drawing
revision is provided in Attachment 5 to Holtec Letter 5014666. The detailed descriptions
are directly based on the engineering change orders (ECOs) that were used to create the
drawing revisions.

CATEGORY I - PROPOSED CHANGES TO INTRODUCE THE HI-STAR HB

Proposed Change No. 1.
The following changes to the CoC are a result of the addition of HI-STAR 100 Version
HB for use at Humboldt Bay.

CoC Section 5.(a)(2) Description; Addition of text, "The HI-STAR 100 System
includes the HI-STAR 100 Version HB (also referred to as HI-STAR HB)."
CoC Section 5.(a)(2) Multi- Purpose Canister, Paragraph 1; Modifications to text
to include the Multi-Purpose Canister for use at HB (also referred to as MPC-
HB).
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* CoC Section 5.(a)(3) Addition of Licensing Drawings for HI-STAR HB and
MPC-HB

# CoC Section 5.(b)(1)(b), Damaged Fuel Containers; addition of text "1.1. 1" in the
definition of Damaged Fuel Containers.

* CoC Section 5. (b)(1)(b), Addition of definition for Undamaged Fuel Assembly.
* CoC Section 7; Addition of text, "..., except for the HI-STAR HB, where the

gross weight shall not exceed 187,200 pounds."
CoC Appendix A, Table A. 1 Section II. A. 1; Addition of text, "..., except
assembly classes 6x6D and 7x7C,..."
CoC Appendix A, Table A. 1 "Fuel Assembly Limits"; Addition of Section VI for
MPC-HB.
CoCAppendix A, Table A.3, "BWR Fuel Assembly Characteristics (Note 1)";
Addition of Assembly Classes 6x6D and 7x7C.

Reason for Change

The fuel assemblies for Humboldt Bay (HB) are shorter than typical BWR fuel
assemblies; therefore a new shorter version of HI-STAR 100 was designed specifically
for use at HB. The design was approved for storage under a site-specific license
(USNRC Docket 72-27). The design includes a HI-STAR HB overpack, an MPC-HB
basket assembly, and an MPC-HB enclosure vessel. The shorter design results in a
reduced gross weight. Additionally, a HB specific Damaged Fuel Container (DFC) has
been designed and fuel class arrays 6x6D and 7x7C have been characterized and
analyzed for the HI-STAR HB.. The undamaged fuel assembly definition is added to
address the Humboldt Bay fuel assemblies which have limited inspection records to show
they fully meet the definition of intactfuel. Results of supporting analysis of these
assemblies are discussed in the Supplements, as applicable.

Justification for Change

Structural, thermal, containment, shielding, and criticality evaluations have been
performed that demonstrate that the HI-STAR HB system meets or exceeds the
regulatory requirements. In general, the HB specific evaluations are located in
Supplement I to each chapter. Specifically, the chapters and supplements address the
following:

* Supplement 1.1: Contains a description of HI-STAR HB and its allowable
contents. Two new fuel class arrays (6x6D and 7x7C) are used to characterize the
HB fuel. These are only qualified for loading into the MPC-HB. Note that HB
fuel is not an addition to the CoC. HB fuel was already qualified for the MPC-
68/68F as assembly classes 6x6C and 7x7A, although the definitions differ
slightly from the new classes 6x6D and 7x7C. Classes 6x6C and 7x7A are
maintained in the SAR; however, for clarity, all references to Humboldt Bay fuel
in the generic MPC-68/68F have been removed from the SAR.
Supplement 2.1: The majority of the structural analyses performed for the generic
HI-STAR bound the HI-STAR HB due to the lower weight of the latter. The
noted exception is the analysis of the impact limiters for the HI-STAR HB
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documented in this supplement. The re-analysis is required to account for the
revised crush strength of the crushable material in the impact limiters, which is
necessary due to the reduced weight of this system.

* Supplement 3.1: Thermal analysis specifically performed for the HI-STAR HB
show the temperatures are well below the regulatory limits due to the low heat
load (2 kW) of the system.

* Supplement 4.1: Presents the containment analysis for the HI-STAR HB.
* Supplement 5.1: The HB fuel is bounded by the design basis fuel. This is

demonstrated in this supplement by a simple comparison of source terms.
Therefore, no HB specific dose rate evaluations are performed.

* Supplement 6.1: The supplement presents the criticality evaluation, which is
identical to the evaluation performed for the HI-STAR HB storage license, except
for the addition of evaluations specifically requested in 1OCFR71.

* Supplements 7.1 and 8.1: The operations, acceptance tests and maintenance for the
HI-STAR HB are principally the same as for the generic HI-STAR.

CATEGORY II - PROPOSED GENERIC CHANGES SUPPORTING THE
HI-STAR HB

Proposed Chan2e No. 2.

Change Package Identification Number of HI-STAR 100 System from B(U)F-85 to
B(U)F-96 in the CoC and Chapter 1 of the Proposed SAR Revision 13 (SAR).

Reason for Change
The use of packages identified as B(U)F-85 is limited to systems manufactured up to the
end of 2006 per I0CFR71.19. The HI-STAR HB and any future generic HI-STAR
Systems therefore require the new B(U)F-96 identification number.

Justification for Change

The HI-STAR design already meets the requirements associated with the B(U)F-96
designation. Therefore, no design changes are necessary. However, the following changes
were made in the SAR to support the new designation:,

* Chapter 4 (Containment Analyses) is updated to reflect the revised A2 values in
Appendix A to 1 OCFR7 1. The leakage test requirements remain unchanged.

. Editorial changes were made in Chapter 1 and 6 to clearly distinguish between the

Criticality Safety Index (CSI) and the Transport Index (TI).
* The requirements for a secondary containment on plutonium shipments are

removed. See Proposed Change No. 3 below for details.

Note that the HI-STAR system already complies with the deep immersion requirements
in 10CFR71.61, as discussed in Section 2.7.5
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Proposed Change No. 3.

In CoC Section 5.(a)(2); elimination of text, "BWR fuel debris may be shipped only in
the MPC-68F"; "PWR spent fuel assemblies classified as fuel debris may be loaded only
in MPC-24EF"; and "For the HI-STAR 100 System transporting fuel debris in a MPC-
68F or MPC-24EF, the MPC provides the second inner container, in accordance with
10CFR 71.63. The MPC pressure boundary is a welded enclosure constructed entirely of
a stainless steel alloy."

Throughout the SAR, all references to the MPC as the secondary containment boundary
have been removed. Additionally, the requirement for helium leak testing of the MPC has
been removed, since the MPC is no longer a containment boundary.

Reason for Change

This updates the CoC to be consistent with the change to 10CFR71.63 dated January 26,
2004; wherein requirements for a separate inner container placed within an outer package
for plutonium shipments were removed. Additionally, this permits usage of a "non-F"
MPC enclosure design for an MPC-HB that contains fuel debris.

Justification for Change

This is an editorial change. No modifications to the design and no additional design
analyses are required to support this change.

Note that this change in the regulations would now permit transportation of fuel debris in
the "non-F" canisters such as the MPC-68 and MPC-24E. However, since the focus of
this LAR is the introduction of the HI-STAR HB, no such change is proposed here. The
F-canister design and designation is retained, and approved fuel debris is limited to the F-
canisters.

Proposed Change No. 4.

Changes were made to the SAR and the Licensing Drawings to add Metamic as a neutron
absorber. Specifically:

4Dr-awings list Metamnic as acceptable netrnab-Sorber-, anad specif' the mninim~um B
1-0-leading,

* Text previously referring to Boral was changed to "neutron absorber", except in
the cases where the specific properties of Boral were discussed.

• A description of the-materf4Metamic is provided in Section 1.2.1.4.1.2,
9 Acceptance Testing requirements for Metamic are provided in Section 8.1.5.5.2.
Reas demonstrating the MetaC iaeu lent to Bor-al fromf a cr-itie

perspecative is presented in Section 6.4.12

Reason for Change
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Metamic is an advanced neutron absorber material that is already approved by the NRC
for use in storage per Amendment #2 to CoC 1014. Metamic is the only neutron absorber
used in the proposed MPC-HB.

Justification. for Change

The required technical justifications and acceptance criteria are specified in the SAR.

CATEGORY III - OTHER PROPOSED GENERIC CHANGES

Proposed Change No. 5.
CoC Section 5.(b).(1).(b), and SAR Table 1.01: modifications to text in the definition of
Damaged Fuel Assemblies and Fuel Debris.

.The damaged fuel definition is changed to:

Damaged Fuel Assembly is a fuel assembly with known or suspected cladding
defects, as determined by a review of records, greater than pinhole leaks or
hairline cracks, empty fuel rod locations that are not filled with dummy fuel rods,
missing structural components such as grid spacers, whose structural integrity
has been impaired such that geometric rearrangement of fuel or gross failure of
the cladding is expected based on engineering evaluations, or that cannot be
handled by normal means. Fuel assemblies that cannot be handled by normal
means due to fuel cladding damage are considered FUEL DEBRIS.

In the fuel debris definition, the following text is added at the end of the first sentence:

"including containers and structures supporting these parts."

Reason for Change

Changes are made for consistency with the corresponding definitions in the HI-STORM
Storage CoC (72-1014). The damaged fuel definition is identical to the definition
proposed in LAR 10 14-3. The change in the fuel debris definition is based on the change
to this definition proposed in LAR 1014-4No other changes in the SAR are necessary to
support this proposed change.

Justification for Change

Editorial

Proposed Change No. 6.

The content of CoC Section 6.(a) is deleted and replaced by a direct reference to SAR
Chapter 7. Chapter 7 of the SAR is presented as a complete revision eliminating much of
the detail that was present in Revision 11 of the SAR. The revised Chapter is written in
accordance with Regulatory Guide 7.9. In therevision of Chapter 7, the following
modifications are proposed:

. Change the closure plate bolt torque from 2895 ft-lbs to 2000 ft-lbs
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Reason for Change

Changes made to remove unnecessary duplication and details from the CoC and SAR.

Justification for Change

Editorial, except for the change to the bolt torque:
* Results of the structural evaluations in Chapter 2 had already been revised in an

earlier revision of the SAR to show the bolt torque of 2000 ft-lbs is sufficient.
Therefore, no further changes to the SAR are required for this change.

Proposed Change No. 7.

The content of CoC Section 6.(b) is deleted and replaced by a direct reference to SAR
Chapter 8. Chapter 8 of the SAR is presented as a complete revision eliminating much of
the detail that was present in Revision 11 of the SAR. The revised Chapter is written in
accordance with Regulatory Guide 7.9. In the revision of Chapter 8, the following
modifications are proposed:

*ReAmoAve ishielding effectiveness test requirement aft~er- fabrication and as parto
themaitennceproegram-..

* Remove the thermal acceptance test and thermal periodic tests.
* Dimensional and B- 10 loading requirements that are specified on the licensing

drawings are not repeated in Chapter 8.

Reason for Change

Changes made to remove unnecessary duplication and details from the CoC and SAR and
.remove redundant test requirements.

Justification for Change

Editorial, ,except for the changes to the test requirements:

SShielding Effectiveness Test and periodie shielding test: Manufat•utring
proceedur-es ensure that the shielding mnater~ial is manufactur-ed to the speeificatin
and installed properly during fabrication. Radielogical sun'cys required by
10CF-R71 are per-formed at loading and prior to every shipment to ensur~e d
r-ates are acetb. Tereetr-e, a shielding cttectiveness test is not considere

* Thermal acceptance test: The first fabricated HI-STAR overpack was both
thermally tested and He leakage tested as documented in Holtec International
Document Package DOC-5014-034-. The tests confirm the heat transfer properties
of HI-STAR as predicted in the Thermal Evaluation of the SAR. Therefore, a
thermal acceptance test is no longer required.

SPeriodic Thermal Test.: The thermal analyses are onsider-ed sufficient to
demonstrat that th-e thermal p erformane- o-f the cask is acceeptabl1e, andar
confirmed by thermfal tet pcfrne on the first fabr-icated HI1 STAR. Further-,
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d her-e, is nol cr-edible way for- the thermal peerfomance to degrade over time.
Therefore, it is coenclu4-Ide-d that a per-iodic thermal test is not required. Note that

*ther-e are oth er NRC approved ti-anspeft casks that require neither- a thermal
* aceptncetest ner- a per-iodie thermal test.

Proposed Change No. 8.
CoC Appendix A, Table A.l Sections II.A. l.d.i, II.A.2.d, III.A. .d, III.A.2.d, III.A.3.d;
Changes in minimum enrichment from 1.8 wt% 235U to 1.45 wt% 235U.

Reason for Change
This change is in response to a client need Where at least one fuel assembly has a
minimum enrichment of 1.45 wt% 235U.

Justification for Change
Analysis is provided in Chapter 5 of the SAR.

Proposed Change No. 9.

Deleted
GCo Appendix A, Table A.2; Replaco "7Z" with "RR" f-o- the 14IA4F l Fuel A ssembl-
Array/C.lass. lad mnatercial..

The 14 x l4IE Fuel Assembly Affay/Class used at indian Point 1 is clad with stainless steel
not zircaloy and is analyzed as such.

Edioril crretion.
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Proposed Change No. 10.
CoC Appendix A, Table A.7; Addition to table as follows:

Post-irradiation Assembly Burnup Assembly Minimum
Cooling Time (MWD/MTU) Enrichment
(years) (wt. % U-235)
Ž5 <10,000 > 0.7
>7 < 20,000 _1.35

Reason for Change
This change is in. response to a client need where instances of lower enriched fuel
assemblies have been identified.

Justification for Change
Analysis is provided in Chapter 5 of proposed SAR Rev. 13.

Proposed Change No. 11.
Allow the use of SA 350 LF3 as an alternate material to SA 203A for HI-STAR Inner
Containment Shell and Port Cover Plate.

Reason for Change
Manufacturing Flexibility

Justification for Change
The factor of safety calculated in structural evaluations discussed in Section 2.6 allows
for the use of SA 350 LF3 as an alternate material to SA 203A in the HI-STAR Inner
Containment Shell and Port Cover Plate. The factor of safety calculated for SA 350 LF3
is reduced by seven percent when compared to SA 203A. Safety Factors remain
acceptable for both normal and hypothetical accident conditions.

Proposed Chan2e No. 12.
Change the material requirement for the removable shear ring (Chapter 1, Table 1.3.3)
from "SA 203A" to "Carbon Steel".

Reason for Change
Manufacturing Flexibility

Justification for Change
In its current form, the removable shear ring fulfills no structural function, and is only
used for additional temporary shielding. A specific steel designation is therefore not
required.
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Proposed Change No. 13.
The shielding results for dose locations 5 and 6 for normal conditions have been updated
in Chapter 5.

Justification for Change
A discrepancy was identified in the shielding models of the impact limiters. The ribs
shown in Figure 5.3.12 were inadvertently modeled thicker than the 0.5 inches indicated
on the figure. The models have been revised and all affected calculations re-performed.
The results for the affected dose locations, 5 and 6, have been updated in the SAR. 'This
only affects normal condition when the impact limiters are present. The change in the
results is minimal and all previously acceptable burnup and cooling times and
conclusions are unaffected.

Proposed Change No. 14.
Deleted
Changes were made to the generic NOG basket drawings to permit

9Twom A Shoffer ne HutORo abSor-ber- panels instead on a single long absorber- panel, with a
limited gap between the two panels.

*Paniels with a reduced panels width over- a limited length of the panel.

ManuactuingFlexibility

Cr-itieality, calcutlations in Chapter- 6, Section 6.4.13, show that the proposed changes hav'e
a eligible cffect en the r-eactivity of the system and arc ther-efor-e acceptable. OtheE

analyses of the HI1 STAR system are unaff-ected by this change.-

Proposed Chanie No. 15.
For clarification, a discussion regarding moderate burnup fuel and temperature limits was
,added in Section 3.2

Reason/Justification for Chanize
Editorial
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Proposed Chanige No. 16.
In Chapter 4, the isotopic fuel composition for Trojan Fuel was updated in Table 4.2.2

Reason for Change
Values had been incorrectly transferred from calculations to the table. Results and
calculations are not affected by this change.

Justification for Change
Editorial
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Detailed Changes to Licensing Drawintgs

Changes have been made to some of the licensing drawings in Section 1.4 of the SAR. Only the
latest revision of the drawing is provided in the SAR even if there was more than one revision since
the last approval. This appendix details all changes made to the drawings from one revision to the
next, and provides justifications for all changes. Changes are categorized as Editorial (No change
to design); Minor (Analysis in the SAR not affected); or SAR Change (drawing changes either
resulted from orin a change to the HI-STAR SAR Revision 11 and are proposed in Revision 13).

DRAWING 3913 HI-STAR 100 OVERPACK

Revision 7 - Approved for Transport in Certificate of Compliance (CoC) 9261 Revision 4

Revision 8 changes (ECO 1020-50):
a. Sheet 2; delete 80 Y? +/- 0.06" B.C. dimension from the-main view.
b. Sheet 3; delete the callout to the buttress plate attachment hole and change the callout

for the closure plate short bolt hole from 1 5/8-8 UNC X 2 7/8" MIN. LG. to 1 5/8-8 UN
X 2 7/8" MIN. LG.

c. Sheet 4; Change callout for the closure plate long bolt hole in the top flange from 1 5/8-

8 UNC X 3 7/8" (NOM.) DP. to 1 5/8-8 UN X 3 7/8" (NOM.) DP.
d. Sheet 5; Change callout to the buttress plate attachment hole from 80 ?" +/- 1/8" B.C.

to 80 '/2" +/- 0.06" B.C.

Justification:
a. & d. Editorial; All necessary details of the buttress plate attachment holes will now be

specified in one callout on sheet 5 rather than spread throughout the drawing.
Additionally, the tolerance on the attachment hole bolt circle was incorrectly specified
as +/- 1/8" on Sheet 5, therefore the tolerance is changed to the correct tolerance of+/-
0.06". Note that all HI-STARs manufactured in past have been fabricated in accordance
with the design/fabrication drawings which have a tighter tolerance of +/- 0.03,". This
change has no adverse impact on HI-STARs fabricated' in the past.

b. & c. Editorial; The drawings incorrectly detailed the closure plate bolt threads as UNC. The
drawing now reflects the actual threads (UN) that are used.

Revision 9 changes (ECO 1020-48):
a. Sheet 2: Allow use of SA 350LF3 as an alternative to SA 203E for the HI-STAR inner

shell (containment boundary).
b. Sheet 4: Add new note 2 which reads "Overpack Serial No. 1020-001 and 1020-003:

Shear ring height is 5 3/8" and intermediate shells are 3/8" shorter. This deviation is
acceptable (SMDR-71188-14)"

Justification:
a. SAR Change; SA 350LF3 is an acceptable material for the containment boundary. The

top lid, top flange and bottom plate are already made of SA 350LF3. The structural and
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thermal analysis use bounding physical properties as inputs. See SAR Proposed Change
No. 6.

b. Minor; this deviation does not affect the design criteria of the HI-STAR 100 overpack.
The overall shielding of the MPC has not been affected and the overall internal
overpack height dimension of 191 1/8" Nom is maintained since the intermediate shells
of the overpack have been reduced in height by 3/8". Maintaining the overall height and
strength of the overpack preserves the integrity of the structural evaluations.

DRAWING 3923 MPC ENCLOSURE VESSEL

Revision 14 - Approved for Transport in CoC 9261 Revision 4

Revision 15 changes (ECO 1023-42):

e. Sheet 5, Upper Fuel Spacer Upper Plate: Added an optional 3/4-10UNC threaded thru
hole for both the PWR and BWR upper fuel spacers.

f. Sheet 5, Upper PWR Fuel Spacer Assembly: Indicated that the upper fuel spacer lower
plate is optional.

g. Sheet 3: Replaced "Max." with "Ref." on the 190-5/16" dimension. Added a dimension
from the top of the baseplate to the top of the shell. This dimension shall be 187-7/16"
Max.

Justification:
a. Editorial: the replacement of the thru hole in the upper fuel spacer plate with a threaded

hole will impose stricter requirements to ensure better workmanship of the final
assembly.

b. Editorial; the lower plate of the upper fuel spacer is not required for PWR fuel without
control components. For PWR fuel with control components, it may be possible for the
control component to go into the pipe (Item 22). Therefore, the lower plate should be
optional.

c. Editorial; the changes were made to fabrication drawing to eliminate the potential for
an undersized condition in the shell, baseplate, and lid assembly. The overall height of
190-5/16", controlled by the inner shell height, which has a tolerance, is a built up
dimension and is appropriately labeled "Ref.". There have been no changes to the
content of material in the licensing drawing.

Revision 16 changes (ECOs 1021-77 and 1021-83):
a. Sheet 1 and Sheet 7: Add new sheet (sheet 7) for incorporation of optional MPC lid

(SMDR #1269 and SMDR# 1364). Optional lid diameter to be 65.8 min. with 3/4" deep
by 30 degree weld prep. (Same weld prep as on sheet 4 detail E used for the MPC-68).
Add note 1 "The optional lid design shown on this sheet may be used with the MPC-68
provided the MPC-68 shell is modified, as shown on Detail D, (Sheet 3) with a 1" upper
shell thickness (SMDR 1269 and SMDR 1364).",
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b. Sheet 3: Remove requirement and mention of secondary containment including note 4
and references to note 4.

c; Sheet 3, Section C-C: Added "Thk." to the 2-1/2" baseplate dimension.
d. Sheet 3, Detail D & Sheet 4, Detail E: Added "-32F" to the label for the detail of the F

style MPCs.
e. Sheet 4, MPC Lid: Deleted the 3/8" callout for the closure ring depth.
f. Sheet 4, Detail E: Added "Nom." to the callout for the closure ring depth (2 places).

Justification:
a. Minor; the proposed change is justified via SMDR 1269 and SMDR 1364 and

associated 72.48. The total amount of metal in the area of the lid is not reduced by the
proposed change, as the reduced diameter of the MPC lid is compensated for by the
increased thickness at the top of the MPC shell (the interface between the MPC lid and
shell is simply moved radially inward). It is noted that the proposed lid diameter and
required MPC shell configuration are the same as is already approved for the MPC-68F
design, although the affected MPCs will remain under MPC-68 designation. As a
consequence of the proposed lid diameter reduction, the minimum stress area of the lid-
to-shell weld will be reduced from 157.28 in2 to 155.04 in2. The structural evaluation
conservatively evaluates a 5/8" J-groove weld instead of the actual 3/4" J-groove, with a
stress area of 132.29 in2. As the actual weld stress area will continue to exceed the weld
stress area credited in the analysis, no safety factor is reduced and the proposed change
is therefore not adverse. The weight of the MPC is unchanged. •

b. SAR Change; the secondary containment of fuel debris is no longer required by
1OCFR71. See SAR Proposed Change No. 2.

c.,e.;f. Editorial; the 2-1/2" dimension specifies a thickness and is therefore labeled as such.
The 3/8" dimension in the MPC Lid view is redundant since that same dimension is
already called out in Detail E. The 3/8" dimension is given for information and is
therefore appropriately labeled "Nom.".

d. Editorial; the 32F is approved for storage. Note that the MPC-32 and MPC-32F are
currently not approved for transportation.

DRAWING 3925 MPC-24E/EF FUEL BASKET ASSEMBLY

No changes submitted.

Revision 5 Approved for Transpor-t in CoC 9261 Revision-4

Revision 6 changcs (ECO1226)
a.9heet 2, Npeced 15 5 7/8 as a minimum for. the length -f the nut -.

absor-be.
b.Sheet 23 Basket Elevation View: Added a dimnension for- the radius of the moutseholes. The

ditneasien shall be t~ieaal fcr- the top and bcttom of the basket and the teler-anee shall be

c.Shect 3, Coordinate D3- Removed "Nem." from the 10.85 4/ .25 dimnensiefn.
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d.Sheet 4, Wide and Thin Shim: Replace.d the toler-ance on the height with "Nom".

* 1 • '

EAflinor-; Lnsurfes a~gfiigfct of the active fuel r egioen with thle neutrofn. Eabs-14-- erte r-eg!Htion Jurin
fabrication as assumed in the criticalit' analysis.

b-Editor-ial; this dimnension was inadveu~ently omitted fromn pr-evious drawing rvsos
c.Editor-ial; this dimension is insp~ected and verified during the fabrication proceess.

arc ap-propiately labeled Nom.

Revision 7 changes (ECO 1022 67)
a. Sheet 1, Nete 11: Addition oAf- "Bot~h Boal and Metamnic are approeved for- use as a neutronR

b.Sheet 1, Noew' 11: Replac-ed "BoaF-l" wit4h- "neutrona abso-rberF" i-n- tlhree instances.
~.Shct : Adition of Note 7 "!Metamic to be '0.106" (Nom.) TifiC. X 7 ½" Wide M4 5

7/8".AMW. (156" Nom.) Lg.ThmiiuMeac Blaigs0030gmawha
Minimum-B4C loading 31.51% and maximfum 33%1. Metamie is not required to b
passivate&.Sheathing 0.6" Rlem. -1ThK.

d.Sheet 2. Addition of Note 8 "Metamnic to be 0. 106" (Nomn.) TH4K. X 6 i"2 V/ide MIN. x 155
7/8"4MW. (156" Nom.) Lg. The mianimum Metamnie. '1B loading is 0.0310 &Hmawith a
mkntifnm-B4C loading 31.5%A and maximuem 33%. Metamnic is not reqie tob
passivated. Sheathing 0.06" (Nom..) TH1K."

e-.Sheet 2, Cccr-dinates C8, B8, and A3-3: Replaced thr-ee instances of "Bor-al" with "neultron
absef-bef"

f-.Sheet 3, Noew 4: Replaced. two instances of "Boral" with "neutronf absor-ber"
&.Sheet 3, COorGd-infate C-7: Relaed inistancres of "Borf.al" wli-th "neutrona absorber-" inth

Mfiinimum Weld Length dimensions.
h.Sheet 1, Ncte 19: ".Neutrofn absorber- panels may be a single piece or- twe pieces as long as the

total length inidicated is maintained, and the gap between the panels is maintained at less

i.Sheet 1, Note 20i "!Neutron absor-ber panels may have a r-eduction in width of uip to 1/32" ever
a length of no more than 12" proevided the aver-age width of the panel is no less than th-e

minium pecified."

a. tkf g. SAR Change; the drawing is changed where necessarj so that e-it-h-er -Boral or
Metamic may be used as a neutr-on abserbher. S ee A ttacelfnet 1, Proeposed Chanige

h. & i. SAR Change; the change provides flexibility dur-ing maanufacratring. Cr-iticaliý',
analysit shows this is acceptable (see Attachffent 1, Proposed Chanige No.-11).

DRAWING 3926 MPC-24 FUEL BASKET ASSEMBLY

No chianges submitted.
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. 2 ..........= n

.vso - Appr-ovcd for tr-anspor-t in C-oC- 9261 Revision

R•evision 6 chang. s (EGO 1022 58):
a.Sheet 2, Coordinate Cg: Deleted "Boral" and added "& Note 4"
b.Sheet 2, Coordinate B8: Deleted "B"ormal" .an.added .. Note 5"

a.Shet 3, GCoo rdinate C7: Repla.ed "Beral" with "neutron absorber"
*d. Sheet 1, Gener-al Note 10: Additionf of "Beth Bor-al and Metamic are approved fef- use as -a

* neutrn absober-"; Replaced- "BoraF-l" with "nurnasre"in twe inistanee
e.Sheet 2. Addition of note 41: "Metamic to be 0. 106" (Nem.) T-ilL X 7 'W" Wide MIN. M

155 7,8" MIN. (156" N-m.) Lg. The minimum letamig is .e 'T ý,'
with a minimutm B G loading 31.51% and mnaximuam 3394. Metamie. is not reguifed to be
passivated. Sheathin 0.0 6" (Nm.) TH4K."

f- fShet! 2Addition; of not 5: " tamic to be 0. 106" Rlem.) TH1K. X 6 1,4 Wide UN~-
155 7/8" MIN. (156" Nom.) Lg. The minimum Metamie 4B loading is 0.03 10 g/cma

*with a minimurm B4C leading 3 1.57% and mnaximumf 33%. Metamnie is not required te be
passivated. Sheathing 0.062 o. TH4K."

&.Sheet 3, Note 2: Replaced t-0 inistwanceAAs Of "BOral" With "neu]tron absorber-"

justfotioni.
a. g. SAR Change; the drawing is changed where necessary so that eitrlE Boral or Metamie may

b..e used as. -A ne.tro.n ab e.. See Attac en. t 1, Proposed Change No. 4.

Revision 7 ehang. s (ECO 10 59):
a. Sheet 2, Note 4 &.5:- Change thielrness eallout from 0.075". to 0.077".
b. Sheet. , No.e 10: Repla"e the word Boral and with netron Absorber in the statee4"14ef a4

damage of upto.:

Justifieane:
a. b. SR Cane; hedraw;ing is ehaie we- essarys ta ete Ber-al -Memie

* eused as Aaneutron absorber. See Attachment 1, Proposed Change No. 4.

Revision 8 changes (ECO 1022 68):
.a.9heet 2, Note, 1ad 2: speeib'in a inmu length for- the nieutroen ab-sorber of- 155 7/8

inehes
b.Sheet 4, Wide and Thin Shim. Replaced the toler-ance on the height with "Nm.

a._Minor-; ensu alignment of the active fu.el region with the neutron absorber. regi ... fi..
frAt -a-sul am.e.d.... in the or•iticalit' anal'sis.

b.Editorial; the heights of the shims are shown in the licensing dfawings for infonnatief-an
ar-e appropriately labeled Noam.

J• • • AIA fm•

Revision 9J ehanees (IECU 11i22 6' 7%,n l"
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a.Sheet 1, Note 19. "Neutron abserber panels may be a single pieee or two pieees as long as the
t~otal length indicated is maintained and the gap between the panels is Maintained at less

b.Sheet !,.Nete 20: "Neutron absorber panels mfay have a reductien in width of up to 1,/32" over
a length of no mor-e than 12" provided the aereage width of the panel is no less than the
minimum specified."

.thfi ahdron:
a •I.••I •I. &+b SA Chage the... ehAng pyeie1s fle1ibility • ....... manti •;etuf÷inl. ....eat analysi

Jus

shows this is a..eptabl (see Atach-nent 1, Poposed Change No.T 14).

DRAWING 3927 MPC-32 FUEL BASKET ASSEMBLY

No changes submitted.

Revision 6-i SAR Rcev.-11 not approved for- transport.

Revision 7 changcs (EGO 1023 33)1:
a..heet 1. Add sheet 5 and change title ons... het' .under package contents.
b.*Sheet 2, croass sectional view of N4PC 32: Replaee c, hannel angled suppeo-s with basket

e.heet 4-. Label page "standard .,nstmetien".
d.Sheet 4, detail d,e: Revise to show basket suppofts that consist of two parallel plates welded

onto the mpe inner- shell. Fillet welds connecting the plates to the mpe shell shall be full
lenth nd ave1/8" dimension. Shim and support block are positioned in between plates

and welded in place. Fillet welds shall be fall length, 5/32" dimension, and are located
beeen in;si.d 1 edge of shim and outside edge of e Show that VT- is Fe" dfo-fillet
welds. Tack weld is loeated between inside edge of plates and block support to read"
optional qutantity, size, and weld location f-or- support block to be detefmined by fabricator".k

dimensions are 1A " th f 3 5/8" nom x 168 14'" nom. Basket suppot plate (b) dimensions
ae1,14" thkE m 4" nom Y. 168 1,/2" nom. Basket support plate (a) dimensions are L1/4" thk x 5"

nom x 168 14'" nom. Shim dimnensions are as r-eqd thk x 1 " nom x 168 9-11/2" fl. Moe ev-
ehannel angled supports to sheet 5 and label "optional eanstnetion." Change 1ael1of detail
e to detAi g and 54'2 weld location to be- betwveen PC channiel and, shikm. -MoAvengspe
(b), angle auipport (a), and shim assembly to sheet 5.

e.Sect1: hage nne sell to basket support plate (a) shimn dimnension from 5.22"to 5.4
Change, inner- shell to basket support plate(e) shim from 3.6" to39"

jutfeationftL
-A. 4tHi d. Mi~nor-; These changes are designed to update the eoffent licensing drawing inore

to incorpor-ate An additional basket support design. The original design is
maintained. The additional design pr6ovides the same level f basket suppot as the
ef-iginal design-.
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e. ~Miior-;T-his ehange is dute tc the change in gecmfetr-' of the fuel basket supports. In
previous dr-awing r-evisions there exists a 1/4 " clear-ance between the fuiel basket and
shim. By making this ehange, the gov.eming dimension beoAwen the shimn anad fiel
basket in drawing 3753 remains the same

Rev'ision 8 changes (ECO 1023 31)
a.Sheet 2, C8. Delete "Bor-aP'. Add "Note 3".
b.Sheet 2, Notes: Add Note 3 to read "Metamic. may be used as -anialter-n-ati-ve to Bor-al

following final NRC appro.val of C..' 1011 Amendt•. ..... #2. M1 ; to be 0. 101" (NOM)
T-14K X 7 ,12/" XIDE 1-" 155 7/8" MTN (156" Nam) LG. The minimum Metami, x.
loading is 0.03 10 g/cnW, with a minimum B4C loading of 31.5%17 and miaximuHm of 3.3%.
Metamnic is noet r-equir-ed to be passivated. Sheathing 0.035" TH1K".

ea.Sheet 3, D3: Replace "Bor-al" with "Neutren absorber-" (2 pae)
O.Sheet 1, General Note 10: Replace "Boral" with "Neut~an absorer"

a. th-u d. Seejustiication fo•r ECO 1023 13 (a. thru e). below

'Revision 9 changes (ECO 1023 32):"
aSet2, Note 3: Change thiekness e all out on Metamnie to 0. 106"

b.Sheet 1, Note 10: rplaee "Boral" with "neutron absorber"

a..& b See -ustifreation for- ECO 1023 13 (a. thru e.) below

Rev~ision 10 changes (ECO 1023 15):
a. Sheet 2, Note 1: Specified a minimumn length for: the neutron absor-ber

justifleadow
a.Mijnor; ensures aligmnent of the active fuiel regio-n wvith the, necufon absorbergina

assumned in the er-itiealit' analysis during fabr-ication-.

R'iin11 changes (EGO 1023 46):
a. Sheet 4, Detail D & E- For the 1/8" fillet weld between the supprt plates and the-

shell, specified a 1 8 stitch pater.
*b.Sheet 4, Detail D & E: Indicated that the support bleck is optional

justiffeation*
a.Alinor; th is, change is made to be consistent with the M4PC 68 design, which specifies a 1 8"

stitcah pattern for- the weld between the NOG shell and the fiael basket support plates.
b.Editorial; these changes are made te show how th1e fuelb suppors are ac4all
* assemble~d and to keep the dra-wing consistent with the delivered product. Use of the

blocks (item 29) is euiffently optional and is detcffinied by the fabricator. Beca-use the
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fabricator- elects not to utilize the blocks, they are deleted. The associated tack welds
are also deleted-.

Rev44isin 12 changes (ECO 1023 13):
a. Sheet. 1, NotIe- 10: Add to beginniný "Both Bor-al and Metamic are approved for- Use as neutronfl

abser-befs"
b. Sheet 2, Note 3: Delete the words "Metamie may, be used as an alternative to Bor-al follown

final býh approval of CoG loll4 Amendment #2."
e. Shet 2, Basket Elevation View, Coordinate A.3: Change "Boral" to "nieu~fon absorer
d. Sheet 1, Note 18.: "Neufton absorber panels mnay be a single piece or- two pieces as long as the

total length indicated is maintained and the gap between the panels is maintained at less

a length of noe mor-e than 12" provided the aver-age width of the panfel is noe less than the-
minimumsecified."

SJustffieatieftf

&rhue-absor-ber in Amendment #2 to CoC 10 11. Non specific referfenes to BorFal vwer-
changed to "neutrn absrbe" And Additional notes were added to specif'
dimfiensHionRsfrMtmc See Attachment 1, Proposed Change No. 4.
SAR Change; the change proevides flexibility during manu~facur-ing. Criieal4t
analysis shows this is acceptable (see Attachment 1, Pr-oposed Chanige No. 11).

t•

DRAWING 3928 MPC-68/68F/68FF FUEL BASKET

No changes submitted.
Reiin5 Appr-oved for- Transport in C-oC- 9261 Revision

Revision 6 changes (ECO 1021 61):
a.Sheet 2, plan view: Replace N, chanel angled supports with parallel fltplate suprs
lb.Sheet 41: Change "croass sectionial view of mpc 68 basket support strcetre (new design)" to

"ctiross sectional view of mpc 68 basket support strncwr-e (standar-d eonistrnction)".
ea.Sheet 4, detail E;: Revise to show plate basket support that consists of two parallel plates.

welR-ded onflto the MA4-PC- ih-er- shell. Fillet welds shall be initefffittent (1 8), 148 dimnension,
anad aelocated between NPC inner- shell and ouitside edge of plates. Shim assembly and
block support are pesitioned in between plates and welded in place. Fillet 'welds shall be ff1

* length, 5/32 dimension, anid A@ are locaed between inside edge of shimR assemfbly anid outside
edge of flat plates. Show that VT is r-equtired for- the fillet welds. T-ack weld is locate-d

*between inside edge of plates and block support to r~ead "optional quantity and weld
location for- support block to be determined by fabricator".

d.Sheet 41: Mov anlaket support and detail c to right side of vericial dividing line. Change
** "detail e (typ of 8)" to "detail e (t) of 8) (optional design)".
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.Sheet 41: Change "croess siectional view of mpe 68 basket
"ereass sectional view of mpe 68 basket suppodt strncft

fl.Sheet 4, note 41: Change "basket suppodt to basket suppoi
and old designs" to "basket suppodt to baskEet suppott
standar-d construction and optional construction".

1
&

suppod4 struebtre (old design)" to
re (optional constrnction)%
A .umensions are comm

limnensionis are commnfie
on toe-ffe-fnow
to-the

T

Justifieatfiomu
a. thin fC Minor; The1sOechanges ar-e designed to update *the cuentif licensing drawvinig in ode

to incoer-prate an additionial basket suipped4 designi. The or-iginial design is
maintained. The additional design proevides the samne level of basket supped as the

.Revision 7 changes (ECO 016)
a.Sheet 2, B•8: D el e te "Bo A d "and Not e 6".
b.Shect 2, Notes: Add Note 6 to read,,"Metarnic may be used as an alterntative to Bor-al

following final NRC= approeval of CoC 10 11 A.Mendmiffent #2. Mietamie to be 0. 10 1" (Nom)
TH1K X 1. 75 wid-e- MAN X 1 5 5 :7/8l2" MAN4 (16 om) LG. For MIPC 68 the mninimumf

Mtamnie BlO0 loading is 0.0319. g/em2 with a minimum B4C loading of -31.5%1, and-
maximumfnOF 33-%,. Metamie is not r-equired to be passivated".

..Sheet 3, D2.:Replace "Boral" With "neutr-an absorber
d.Sheet 3, C2 Repae "Beral" wAith "nieutronf absorber-".
e.Sheet 1, Generl1 Note 10: Replace "Bor1al" with "neutroAn absorber-".

justiflenato
a. thru a. See jutfiaio for ECO 1021 78 (a. dthu ca.) below-.

Revision 8 hanges (ECO 1021 63):
c.Sheet 2, Notef6: Change thielmess call ouit en Metamnie to 0.106".

dSet1, Note 10: rep~lace "Bor-al" with "neutron absorber"

justffieffti f
a. & .See justification for ECO 1021 78 (a. thfu c.) below.

Revsio 9 hanges (ECO 1021 80):
a.Sheet 2, Not e 1: Specifi-ed, a minimum length for- the neutron absor-bei
I- fll- t- A IITT-' A 2 - mt-t.l -- C Ul .. '-- .1- "U --- - ith "Nom"13.5teet 'i, :wtu uliii 111111 zmm;ft nepiueeu mfe wuierance eon tfie fteigftt 'A'

a-.MAinor; ensures alignment of the active fuel region with the neutron absor-ber: region as
assumned, in the cr-iticali~' analysis durfing fabrication..

b-Elditer~iul; the heights of the shims are shown in the licensing dr-awings for- infoneffationi and
areappoprately labeled Nom.

'4,,,cv1i11II i c nai 'ges (EC 102 78):.U-
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a.Sheet 1, Note 10: Add to beginning "Beth Bor-al and Metamie are approeved for- us-e as fieutiten
absorbers"

b-.Sheet 2, Note 6: Deeletee the words "Metamnie may be used as an alternative to Bor-al following5
final NRC approaval of GCo 10 14 Amendment #2."; Add to end "Sheathing 0.075" (NOM.)

e.Sheet 2, Bask-et El21evation View~, Coor-dinate A3:ý Change "Boral" to "neuttroen absorber-"
dSheet 1, Note 19: "Neutren absor-ber- panels may be a single pieee or- two pieces as leng as the

total length indicated is maintained and the gap between the panels is -m-ainftapined At less

a lngt ofnomore than 12" pr-ovided the aver-age width of the panel is no less than4 the
minimumsecified."

a. th0e SAR Change; this jutstification+ eiieempasses all of the changes that were mfade to
the dr-awings to r-eflect the use of Metamnic as a neutron absorber-. Non specific
refer-ences to Bor-al were changed to "neufto aboer additoal ntes were
added te speeif%' dimensions for Metamie. Sec Attachment 1, Proposed Chanfge No.

d.& e. Minorf; this change proevides flexibilit' during manufaeur-inig. Criiai'aayi
s~howsA this is acceptable (see Attachment 1, Proeposed Change No.-11).

DRAWING 3930 HI-STAR 100 ASSEMBLY FOR TRANSPORT

Revision 1 - Approved for Transport in CoC 9261 Revision 4

Revision 2 changes (ECO 1020-51):
a. Sheet 2: Revise Note 3 to include the gross weight of the HI-STAR HB Package as

follows "HI-STAR PACKAGE GROSS WEIGHT: 282,200 LBS MAX. (187,200 LBS
MAX. FOR HI-STAR HB PACKAGE)."

b. Sheet 2: Add note 5 to include the overall nominal length of the HI-STAR HB Package
as follows "HI-STAR HB PACKAGE OVERALL NOMINAL LENGTH: 23,0 1/16."
Also add "(See Note 5)" underneath the existing overall length value of 305 7/8".

Justification:
a. SAR*Change; incorporation of HI-STAR HB specific information to support SAR.
b. SAR Change; incorporation of HI-STAR HB specific information to support SAR.

DRAWING 5014-C1765 HI-STAR IMPACT LIMITER

Sheet 1 of 7 (E.I.D. 4420) Rev. 2 - Approved for Transport in CoC 9261 Revision 4
Revision 3 changes (ECO 1027-64):
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a. Modify the descriptions of the BOM items 5, 19, 24, 25 and 26 to include the word
"enclosure" between the material thickness and the current item name. For example, the
description of BOM item 5 becomes "1/8 THK. ENCLOSURE ANNULAR DISK".

b. Add SA-240 TYPE 304 as optional material for BOM item 19 (Enclosure).
c. Add note 8 to read as follows "THE FOLLOWING ARE HI-STAR HB IMPACT

LIMITER CRUSH STRENGTHS:" and add table of nominal crush strength to
honeycomb section type. TYPE 1 = 1050 PSI, TYPE 1 (OUTER LAYER) = 390 PSI,
TYPE 2 =390 PSI, TYPES 3, 4A AND 5= 1200 PSI, TYPE 4B (OUTER LAYER) =

575 PSI.

Justification:
a. Editorial; the enclosure or "skin" of the impact limiter is made of BOM items 3 & 4 in

addition to the ones mentioned in the proposed change.
b. Minor; Item 19 does not make up the honeycomb and has insignificant structural

importance in comparison to the "backbone components" (BOM Items 2, 6, 8, 9 and
14). The change in structural material properties will have a negligible impact on
structural calculations.

c.• SAR Change; The HI-STAR 100 Version HB or HI-STAR HB may use the same top
and bottom impact limiters as the generic HI-STAR 100 with the crush strengths
adjusted as required by structural simulations (HI-2063486).

Revision 4 changes (ECO 5014-160)
a. Modify the title of the drawing to eliminate "CoC No. 9261, "Appendix B".
b. Change "NOMINAL CRUSH STRENGTH (PSI)" to "NOMINAL CRUSH STRENGTH*

(PSI)" in table below note 8.
c. Add the following footnote below the crush strength table: "* MANUFACTURING

TOLERANCE FOR ALL HONEYCOMB SECTION TYPES IS +1- 15%"

Justification:
a. Editorial, these drawings are listed in the CoC Section 5(a)(3) and provided in the SAR.

They are not a part of Appendix B to CoC 9261.
b. Editorial; An analyzed tolerance is added to the crush strengths specified for

manufacturing flexibility.
c. Editorial; Same as b.

Sheet 2 of 7 (E.LD. 4421) Rev. 2- Approved for Transport in CoC 9261 Revision 4
Revision 3 changes (ECO 5014-160):
a. Modify the title of the drawing to eliminate "CoC No. 9261, "Appendix B .

Justification:
a. Editorial, these drawings are listed in the CoC Section 5(a)(3) and provided in the SAR.

They are not a part of Appendix B to CoC 9261.

Sheet 3 of 7 (E.I.D. 4798) Rev. 1 - Approved for Transport in CoC 9261 Revision 4
• Revision 2 changes (ECO 1027-64):
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a. Revise note 3 to indicate that the optional unidirectional impact limiter crush strength
(for section types 2 and 5) are not applicable to the HI-STAR HB. Insert the words
"(EXCEPT FOR HI-STAR HB)".

Justification:
a. SAR Change; The analysis performed specifically for the HI-STAR HB impact limiter

does not allow for optional unidirectional crush strengths for section types 2 and 5.

Revision 3 changes (ECO 5014-146)
a. Modify the crush strength of the uniform Al honeycomb material and provide a crush

strength for uniform Al honeycomb for HB.

Justification:.
a. Editorial; The crush strengths were made consistent with actual test data.

Revision 4 changes (ECO 5014-160)
a. Modify the title of the drawing to eliminate "CoC No. 9261, "Appendix B".
b. Change note 3 to read "AS AN OPTION FOR HI-STAR 100, ALUMINUM SECTION

TYPES 2 AND 5 MAY BE REPLACED IN FULL BY UNI-DIRECTIONAL MATERIAL
IN EVERY SECTION WITH A CRUSH STRENGTH NOT TO EXCEED 1458 PSI AND
NOT LESS THAN 1196 PSI."

c. Change note 4 to read "AS AN OPTION FOR HI-STAR HB, ALUMINUM SECTION
TYPES 2 AND 5 MAY BE REPLACED IN FULL BY UNI-DIRECTIONAL MATERIAL
IN EVERY SECTION WITH A CRUSH STRENGTH OF 694 PSI (+1- 15%
TOLERANCE)."

Justification:
a. Editorial; these drawings are listed in the CoC Section 5(a)(3) and provided in the SAR.

They are not a part of Appendix B to CoC 9261.
b. Editorial; The modification to the note explicitly provides the crush strength of the

sections, with tolerance; for HI-STAR 100 if the option for uniform crush strength is
chosen.

c. Editorial;• The modification to the note explicitly provides the crush strength of the
sections, with tolerance, for HI-STAR HB if the option for uniform crush strength is
chosen.

Sheet 4 of 7 (E.I.D. 4422) Rev. 2 - Approved for Transport in CoC 9261 Revision 4
Revision 3 changes (ECO 1027-64):
a. Show all around full pen flush groove weld between BOM items 2 and 14.

Justification:
a. Editorial; this weld is the same weld used for the bottom impact limiter and joining the

same two BOM items.

Revision 4 changes (ECO 5014-160)
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a. Modify the title of the drawing to eliminate "CoC No. 9261, "Appendix B .

Justification:
a. Editorial; these drawings are listed in the CoC Section 5(a)(3) and provided in the SAR.

They are, not a part of Appendix B to CoC 9261.

Sheet 5 of 7 (E.LD. 6116) Rev. 1 -, Approved for Transport in CoC 9261 Revision 4
Revision 2 changes (ECO 5014-160)
a. Modify the title of the drawing to eliminate "CoC No. 9261, "Appendix B" ".

b. Added "EID 6116" to the title block.

Justification:
a. Editorial; these drawings are listed in the CoC Section 5(a)(3) and provided in the SAR.

They are not a part of Appendix B to CoC 9261.
b. Editorial; this drawing sheet pre-dates the Holtec Database System and since no

changes have been made after its implementation the drawing was never assigned an
electronic identification number (EID). This number tracks the review and approval
signatures of the drawing in the database.

Sheet 6 of 7 (E.LD. 5372) Rev.1 - Approved for Transport in CoC 9261 Revision 4
Revision 2 changes (ECO 5014-146)
a. Modify the crush strengths of the individual Al honeycomb material sections for HI-

STAR 100.

Justification:
a. Editorial; The crush strengths were made consistent with actual test data.

Revision 3 changes (ECO 5014-160)
a. Modify the title of the drawing to eliminate "CoC No. 9261, "Appendix B .

b. Section Type 3 - Change Cross Core from "2580" to "2583"
c. Section Type I - Change Cross Core from "1940" to "1943" (2 places)
d. Section Type I - Change Uni-Directional from "780" to "783" (2 places)
e. Section Type 5 - Change Cross Core from "2580" to "2583"

Sf Section Type 4 - Change Section A Cross Core from "2580" to "2583"
g. Section Type 4 - Change Section B Uni-Directional from "1230" to "1231"
h. Section Type 4, Note 2 - Change note to read "The average crush strength for each

Cross-Core Section Type shall not exceed the specified value"
i.. Section Type 4 - Add Note 3 to read "The average crush strength for all Uni-directional

Sections (Type I and Type 2) shall not exceed the specified value"
j. Section Type 4 - Add Note 4 to read 'All crush strength values are based on 1/4 scale

drop tests (Ref HI-981891)"
k. Section Type 4 - Add Note 5. to read "The average crush strength for each Section Type

shall not be less than 82% of the specified value"
1. Section Type 2, Change Uni-Directional from "780" to "783"
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Justification:
a. Editorial; these drawings are listed in the CoC Section 5(a)(3) and provided in the SAR.

They are not a part of Appendix B to CoC 9261.
b. through 1. - Minor; crush strengths and notes revised to align the analysis with the

requirements for the material.

Sheet 7 of 7 (E.LD. 6117) Rev. 0 - Approved for Transport in CoC 9261 Revision 4
Revision I changes (ECO 5014-160)
a. Modify the title of the drawing to eliminate "CoC No. 9261, "Appendix B" ".

b. Added "EID 6117" to the title block

Justification:
a. Editorial; these drawings are listed in the CoC Section 5(a)(3) and provided in the SAR.

They are not a part of Appendix B to CoC 9261..
b. Editorial; this drawing sheet pre-dates the Holtec Database System and since no

changes have been made after its implementation the drawing was never assigned an
electronic identification number (EID). This number tracks the review and approval
signatures of the drawing in the database.
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Attachment 6 to Holtec Letter 5014666
List of CoC/TS and SAR text changes specific to second RAI response

CoC/TS changes

Changes made to bring CoC and Appendix A in-line with Amendment 5 since the original submittal was
based on Amendment 4 with some minor editorial suggestions.

CoC page 3 modified drawing revision numbers.

CoC page 5 added definition for undamaged fuel assembly.

CoC/TS page A-ii added "and/or UNDAMAGED" after "INTACT" for row containing MPC-HB.

CoC/TS Page A-20 and A-21 added "and/or UNDAMAGED" after "INTACT" in all places.

TS Page A-21, Note 3 of Table A.1 Section VI, added the limit of 1.5 kg of stainless steel clad per cask.

Chapter 1

Page 1.0-3 added ECO 5014-160 (Impact Limiter changes) to ancillary equipment, deleted ECOs
affecting fuel baskets since we are reverting back to the already approved drawings which do not contain
Metamic for the generic fuel basket designs.

Page 1.0-9 added definition for undamaged fuel assembly

Page 1.2-10 added statement after 1.2.1.4.1 to explicitly state in which baskets Metamic or Boral will be
used.

Page 1.2-13 corrected reference to subsection 9.1.5.3 and Chapter 9. Correct reference is subsection

8.1.5.5.2 and Chapter 8, respectively.

Page .12-14 removed reference to Table 1.2.37. Minor editorial changes to discussion on Metamic.

Page 1.2-30 minor editorial changes to discussion on Metamic.

Page 1.2-32 deleted reference to Table 1.2.37 which has been deleted.

Page 1.2-35 changed values for minimum B10 loading in Metamic (2nd row of Table 1.2.3) to N/A.
Minimum B1° loading for Metamic in HB is presented in Supplement 1.1.

Page 1.2-40 changed the clad material for the 14x1 4E to Zr per RAI #5-2 of initial RAI on this LAR.

Page 1.2-76 deleted Table 1.2.37.

Page 1.4-1 drawings 3925, 3926, 3927, 3928 were reverted back to the approved revisions which do not
contain Metamic. Impact Limiter drawing sheet revisions updated to reflect latest changes.

Page 1.1-3 added clarifying text to section 1.1.2.3.2 regarding HB fuel as undamaged.

Page 1.1-4 changed revision of drawing 4103 to Rev. 5.

Page 1.1-5 added "and/or undamaged" after "intact" for clarification. (3 places).

Page 1.1-9 added "and/or undamaged" after "intact" for clarification. (4 places).
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Page .1.1-10 added "or undamaged'! after "intact" in Note 3.

Page 1.1-10 added "A maximum of 1.5 kg of stainless steel clad is allowed per cask." to Note 4.

Chapter 2

Page 2.4-2, 1 st full paragraph, deleted "Boral" before "neutron absorber material". Metamic may also
react with water and requires monitoring along with purging or exhausting during the MPC lid-to-shell
weld.

Page 2J1-1 contains minor editorial changes.

Page 2.1-7 added sentence at the end of subsection 2.1.6.7 to point reader to Table 2.1.7.2.

Pages 2.1-9 through 2.1-12 was revised to provide the results for the free-drop using the structural
analysis methodology approved for HI-STAR 100.

Section 2.1.9 added discussion. on undamaged fuel.

Page 2.1-13 references 2.1.7.1 and 2.1.7.2 were modified.

Page 2.1 -16 Tables 2.1.7.1 through 2.1.7.3 were modified.

Figures 2.1.731 through 2.1.7.5 were deleted.

Chapter 3

Page 3.1-1 deleted the parenthetical "(Boral or Metamic)". Chapter 1 provides the descriptions of the
neutron absorbers.

Page 3.2-1, st paragraph, deleted the parenthetical "(Boral or Metamic)". Chapter 1 provides the
descriptions of the neutron absorbers.

Page 3.2-1, 2nd paragraph is modified to eliminate the specific reference to Boral and Metamic since
Chapter 1 provides the descriptions of the neutron absorbers.

Page 3.2-2 modified last two sentences of last paragraph. Changes language about Holtite-A and
periodic thermal tests in response to RAI 3-1.

Page 3.2-10 deleted footnote for the table. The neutron absorber is already described in Chapter 1.

Page 3.4-1,1St paragraph, deleted "Boral or Metamic". Chapter 1 provides the descriptions of the neutron
absorbers.

Page 3.4-3, 2 nd full paragraph, deleted the parenthetical "(Boral or Metamic)". Chapter 1 provides the
descriptions of the neutron absorbers.

Page 3.4-4, 1 st paragraph, deleted the parenthetical "(Boral or Metamic)". Chapter 1 provides the

descriptions of the neutron absorbers.

.Page 3.7-2, reference 3.3.8, editorial change "Rode" to "Rod"

Section 3.1.4.1.1 added discussion on thermal evaluation of undamaged fuel.
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Chapter 4

Page 4.2-1 first paragraph, editorial, deleted "s" from "vessels" and added "s" to "remain"

Section 4.1 modified for new definition of undamaged fuel, specifically the assumption that 100% of the
fuel-rods. Under normal condition will contain a breach. This change modifies results in the tables but
does not affect the leakage rate acceptance criteria.

Chapter 5

Subsection 5.3.2, 2 nd paragraph is deleted. Since this paragraph was the only change proposed in
Revision 13, deleting this paragraph results in this section reverting back to the latest SAR revision, which
is RevisionlO. This Section is nolonger included in the LAR.

Subsection 5.1.2 added additional text for the stainless steel cladding limit of 1.5 kg.

Subsection 5.1.3 added additional text for discussion of Metamic.

Subsection 5.1.4.2 added additional text to discuss the accident condition with undamaged fuel.

Chapter 6

Page 6.1-3, last paragraph on page is modified to update discussion on Boral and Metamic.

Page 6.2-2, last paragraph on page is modified to update discussion on Boral and Metamic.

Page 6.2-4, first paragraph on page is modified to update discussion on Boral and Metamic.

Page 6.2-5, 2 nd to. last paragraph is modified to explicitly state the B10 areal density.

Page 6.3-1, last full paragraph modified to remove statement about Metamic.

Page 6.4-16 deleted subsections 6.4.12, 6.4.13 and 6.1.14.

Appendix 6.D was modified as a result of the elimination of subsection 6.4.13, to remove the MCNP
sample input file of the MPC-68 with gap and width reductions in the poison plates. Since this was the
only change proposed in Revision 13, deleting this input file results in this section reverting back to the
latest SAR revision,. Which is Revision 10. This Section is no longer included in the LAR.

Page 6.1-2, paragraph on top of page was modified for discussion of undamaged fuel.

Page 6.1-3 1st line at top of page was added to clarify that only 75% credit is taken for Metamic in MPC-
HB even though the material is qualified to the requirements for 90% credit.

Page 6.1-3 to the end added discussion for undamaged fuel assemblies.

Chapter 7

Changes per RAI 7-1 as follows:

Page 7.1-2 revised Step #2 of Section 7.1.3.1 to have the receipt inspection of the MPC and removal of
road dirt/debris and any foreign material performed prior to the other activities described in this step.

Page 7.1-6 included language in Step #1 of Section 7.1.5 that states leak testing will be done if one or
more overpack lid bolts, the drain port, or the vent port plug has been de-tensioned to be consistent with
the conditions for which testing is required in Step #6 of Section 7.1.4.
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Page 7.1-6 added the description that pocket trunnions, if present and not in use, are plugged in Section
7.1.5 Step #3.

Page 7.2-1 changed the ALARA note to discuss the HI-STAR 100 and not the HI-STAR 60.

Page 7.1-1 removed Section 7.1.1.1.2 from the SAR.

Chapter 8

Changes per RAI 8-1, 8-2 and 3-1 as follows:

Subsection 8.1.5.4 of the proposed SAR, Revision 13b, has been revised to include the shielding
effectiveness tests described in subsection 8.1.5.2 of the currently approved SAR.

Subsection 8.2.4 was revised to contain Condition 6.(b)(6) of the current approved CoC for periodic
verification of the neutron shield integrity.

Subsection 8.2.5 was revised to contain Condition 6(b)(8) of the current approved CoC for periodic
thermal testing with slight modification of the language to be consistent with subsection 8.2.4.

Page 8.2-3 added the Shielding Effectiveness and Periodic Thermal tests to Table 8.2.1.

Page 8.3-1 editorial correction to Document Package # in Ref. 8.1.7 (DOC-5014-03).
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